
    2.  Progress, plans, and interactions

Simulating the generation, evolution 
and fate of electronic excitations in
molecular and nanoscale materials 

with first principles methods.

1.  Introduction and overview
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Martin Head-Gordon: Bound excited states

Goal: Develop new methods and software for bound 
excited states of large molecules (up to 200-500 atoms).

Approach: Extend the restricted active space spin-flip 
method.  Obtain higher accuracy by correcting for 
dynamic correlation (Head-Gordon).

Benefit: Open up a new range of large-molecule 
applications (e.g. aspects of natural and artificial light 
harvesting that are not yet well understood)
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Martin Head-Gordon: Early progress.

A new implementation of RAS-SF is completed.
• Open-ended number of spin-flips (previously 1 or 2)
• Both open & closed shell species (previously closed)
• Resolution of the identity integrals (OpenMP parallel)
• Iterative Davidson diagonalization (OpenMP parallel)

“Restricted Active Space Spin-Flip Configuration Interaction: 
Theory and Examples for Multiple Spin Flips with Odd Numbers of 
Electrons”, P.M. Zimmerman, F. Bell, M. Goldey, A.T. Bell, MHG,  
J. Chem. Phys. 137, 164110 (2012) (11 pages).

“Restricted Active Space Spin-Flip (RAS-SF) with Arbitrary 
Number of Spin-Flips", F. Bell, P.M. Zimmerman, D. Casanova, M. 
Goldey, MHG, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 15, 358 - 366 (2013).



Martin Head-Gordon: Early progress.

Example: oxidative spin-conversion in conjugated organics t

Low spin neutral

• triradical
• doublet:  0 meV
• quartet: 15 meV

NTB-TOT

High spin cation

• biradical
• triplet:    0 meV
• singlet: 82 meV



Martin Head-Gordon: Current efforts & plans

We are beginning to formulate the theory for the 
dynamic correlation correction (Nick Mayhall, postdoc).

Interactions with Chao Yang and Sherry Li are starting 
on using their diagonalizer

Interactions with Sam Williams are starting on the 
prospects and problems of large-scale parallelization

Interactions with Anna Krylov are starting on how to 
employ the tensor library for new developments

A new joint student (Alec White) shared with Bill 
McCurdy is beginning to understand his project...
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Anna Krylov: Efficient tensor contraction 
algorithms and codes for wave-function methods

Development of reduced scaling implementations of existing coupled cluster 
methods for electronically excited states (both bound and resonances). 

Approach: Explore matrix and tensor decompositions that reduce data size; 
combine with efficient parallelization.

Benefit: 
- Extend applicability of reliable and proven methods as CC/EOM-CC to larger 
molecules, 
- Apply the same underlying ideas and libraries for reduced scaling to other 
methods, such as those developed by Head-Gordon and McCurdy.



Anna Krylov: Early progress.

1. Cholesky decomposition (CD) of ERI is implemented in Q-
Chem (will appear in 4.1).
2. Libtensor (tensor library) is extended to handle CD/RI 
representations.
3. RI/CD implementation of CCSD and all EOM-CCSD 
methods (EE, IP, EA, SF) completed and validated (paper in 
preparation).

Collaborations:
1. Visited Berkeley twice (discussions with McCurdy, Head-
Gordon, Williams, Ibrahim), Dr. Lin Lin and Edgar Solomonik 
visited USC.
2. Setup a development environment for Williams and 
Ibrahim to explore ideas for improved shared memory 
execution. 



Anna Krylov: Early progress.
CD leads to significant reduction of data size. 
Largest quantity needed for CD: ~ N2.
Stable and efficient algorithm (introduced by R. Lindh), no 
significant overheads. Single parameter controls accuracy.

Benefits:
- Reduces cost of integral transformation from N5 to ~N4

- Reduction in data size (disk usage): 
      canonical CCSD: 2O4 + 2O3V + 5O2V2+ OV3 + V4

      RI/CD-CCSD: 2O2M + 5OVM + 2V2M + 2O2V2

For 68 electrons and 264 b.f.: from 147 GB to 11 GB!

Simple RI/CD: no reduction in scaling (still N6 for CCSD), but 
parallelizes better, reduces IO penalties.
CCSD: faster. EOM: ~ 3 times slower because intermediates 
need to be recalculated.

2

electron-repulsion integrals (ERI) in a basis gives rise to a four-index tensor:

(µν|λσ) =
�

χµ(�r1)χν(�r1)
1

r12
χλ(�r2)χσ(�r2)d�r1d�r2 (1)

The size of this object scales as N4 where N is the number of basis functions, e.g., atomic

orbitals (AOs). For quantitative calculations, the size of the AO basis needs to be sufficiently

large, e.g., in a popular cc-pVTZ basis, there are 30 contracted Gaussian functions per a

second-row atom.

All electronic structure methods include contractions of ERI with various tensors (reduced

density matrices, wave functions amplitudes); thus, a large size of ERI propagates through

the electron structure calculations from self-consistent field up to correlated methods.

Fortunately, the structure of ERI matrix is sparse, which can exploited in efficient com-

puter implementations. It has been recognized long time ago that representing the “den-

sities” by the linear expansion over products of particular one-electron functions, such as

χµ(r1)χν(r1), includes linear dependencies and could be rewritten in a more compact form

using a new set of basis functions.

There are two alternative approaches achieving this goal, the so-called density fitting or

resolution-of-identity (RI) approximation and the Cholesky decomposition[7–13]. In both

approaches, the decomposed ERI matrix is represented as:

(µν|λσ) ≈
M�

P=1

B
P
µνB

P
λσ, (2)

where M is the rank of decomposition which depends on the target accuracy. The algorithm

for determining vectors B is different in RI and Cholesky approaches. In RI, an auxiliary

basis set is introduced, whereas the Cholesky approach is more general and relies on the

intrinsic properties of the ERI tensor.

Representation (2) of ERI is more compact enabling memory/disk savings and also al-

lows one to achieve speed up in calculations involving ERI. For example, AO-MO integral

transformation, which is O(N5) when using canonical procedure, now involves only trans-

formation of RI/Cholesky vectors and involves 2xN3xM steps. The transformed B-matrices

can be used to assemble < pq||rs > integrals, as needed in integral-direct implementa-

tions. However, to realize maximum potential of the method, the programmable equations



Anna Krylov: Early progress.

RI/CD benchmarks (12 cores). PYP/6-31+G*(263 b.f.)
Method Errors in Etot Errors in dE Wall time, sec Full/CD

Full CCSD 3393

CD/1e-3 2.75e-4 a.u. 2.1e-4 kcal/mol 2619 0.77

CD/1e-4 8.26e-6 a.u. 9.0e-4 kcal/mol 2809 0.83

Full EOM-EE 6288

CD/1e-4 <1e-3 eV 21703 3.5

Important: No 4-index integrals/intermediates are stored.
- Errors due CD are very small and controllable.
- CCSD: faster than canonical
- EOM: 3 times slower, needs improvement. 



Anna Krylov: Current efforts & plans

1. Continue to benchmark performance of CD/RI CCSD/EOM 
codes. Goal: ~ 800-1000 b.f. CCSD calcs on a single 
mainstream compute node (~12 cores, 128 GB).
2. Analytic gradient for RI/CD-CCSD/EOM. 
3. Improved shared-memory parallelization beyond 12 cores 
(collaboration with Williams/Ibrahim).
4. Extension of libtensor to distributed parallel architecture  
via fusion with CYCLOPS (collaboration with 
Solomonik).
5. Next aim: taming T2 (O2V2). 
  - CD of T2 (or transformed integrals) for EOM-CC;
  - Combine CD and FNO (need benchmarks!);
  - Exploring rank of T2 by SVD and our pilot canonical 
decomposition code for rank exploration;
 - test hypercontraction algorithm of Martinez.
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• Construc)on  of  low-‐rank  approxima)ons  of  tensors.

– Itera)ve  subspace  sampling  methods.

• A  probabilis)c  approach,  which  is  based  on  the  work  of  
Friedland,  Mehrmann,  Miedlar,  and  Mkengla.

• Advantages:
–Do  not  require  the  access  of  the  en)re  tensor.
–Several  approxima)ons  can  be  generated  in  parallel.

• In  the  process  of  iden)fying  a  postdoc  to  work  on  tensor  
computa)on.    The  postdoc  will  be  funded  by  this  project  and  the  
FASTMath  Ins)tute  (subjected  to  ASCR  approval).

Tensor  Computa)on
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F U T U R E   T E C H N O L O G I E S   G R O U P

LAWRENCE BERKELEY NATIONAL LABORATORY

Progress to Date…

 Early collaborations focused on developing a plan for extending 
libtensor to scale well on large distributed supercomputers (e.g. 
BlueGene/Q, Cray XC30, commodity clusters)

 Through our integration with BeBOP (autotuning group at UCB) 
SUPER has followed Edgar Solomonik’s development of the Cyclops 
Tensor Framework (CTF)
 CTF uses communication-avoiding techniques to implement high-performance, 

distributed tensor contractions.

 Result was a series of discussions/collaborations between…
 USC Krylov/Epifanovsky libtensor
 LBL Williams/Ibrahim  SUPER / optimization
 UCB Solomonik  Cyclops Tensor Framework (CTF)

18



F U T U R E   T E C H N O L O G I E S   G R O U P

LAWRENCE BERKELEY NATIONAL LABORATORY

Cyclops Tensor Framework (CTF)

 Developed by Edgar Solomonik (UC Berkeley) for CCSD.
 Abstracts tensors, stores them in an internal cyclic representation, 

chooses an optimal (auto-tuned) storage layout, redistributes on-the-
fly for contractions.

 Edgar has written a preliminary
 CCSD implementation and
 evaluated on  Mira (BGQ)
 showing scalability to 8K nodes
 Breakdown of Time:

 ~45% in DGEMM
 ~25% in MPI collectives

 Edgar is currently extending
 it for CCSDT/CCSDTQ

19

Edgar Solomonik, Devin Matthews, Jeff Hammond, James Demmel, “Cyclops Tensor Framework: reducing 
communication and eliminating load imbalance in massively parallel contractions”, IEEE International Parallel and 
Distributed Processing Symposium (IPDPS), 2013 (to appear).

Communication-avoiding algorithms

Coupled Cluster

Performance results

Future directions

Sequential performance

Parallel scalability

Blue Gene/Q up to 1250 orbitals, 250 electrons
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F U T U R E   T E C H N O L O G I E S   G R O U P

LAWRENCE BERKELEY NATIONAL LABORATORY

Next Steps (libtensor)

 We have setup developers with accounts on NERSC’s machines:
 Hopper (Opteron/3D Torus) -> Edison (Sandy Bridge / Dragonfly)
 Carver (Nehalem IB cluster)
 Dirac (GPU cluster testbed)
 ??? (future MIC cluster testbed)

 Some also have access to OLCF(Titan) and ALCF(Mira) machines

 Next steps…
 updating/extending libtensor to use CTF as a backend
 evaluate/analyze/optimize performance for NERSC/ALCF multi-/manycore 

systems (CPUs and MIC) for problems of interest.
 Optimization of existing multithreaded libtensor backend
 n.b., large SMPs and GPU-based machines are possible targets

20



F U T U R E   T E C H N O L O G I E S   G R O U P

LAWRENCE BERKELEY NATIONAL LABORATORY

Next Steps (other partners)

 We had an in-depth discussion with Martin Head-Gordon, 
and Nick Mayhall
 Will focus on parallelizing (MPI) and optimizing RAS-SF
 Examined potential challenges
 Initial MPI porting effort will focus on the more conventional DOE 

machines (Cray XE6/XC30, IBM Blue Gene/Q)
 next steps focus on concrete problem & data sizes and initial 

examination of SMP code.
 We’ve had a preliminary talk with Dan Haxton

 Direct collaboration with FastMath liaisons will be explored 
(i.e. SUPER could aid in improving PARPACK 
performance)

21
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Bill McCurdy & Martin Head-Gordon

Computational Quantum Chemistry of 
Metastable States

Goal:  Develop a general capability to apply methods of quantum 
chemistry to autoionizing and metastable anionic states of 
molecules

Approach: Implement complex exponents for Gaussian basis 
functions in the Q-Chem suite of codes to accomplish the effects 
of Exterior Complex Scaling

Benefit: Renders complex-energy resonance wave functions 
square-integrable.  Allows treatment of polyatomic molecules by 
SCF, CI, and other quantum chemistry methods 



Bill McCurdy & Martin Head-Gordon

Central Challenge:  Calculate two-electron integrals 
over Gaussian basis with mixed real and complex 
exponents

Standard integral codes for conventional Gaussians 
consist of consist of > 105 or 106 lines of code and 
the algorithms have to be modified at the most 
fundamental level



Bill McCurdy & Martin Head-Gordon

Core of algorithm for two-electron integrals to compute the 
central function using forward and backward recursions

has been programmed and tested for t in the relevant 
portions of the complex plane. Plots of log of relative error 
show at least 12 digit accuracy for up to m = 24 

Decision made not to approximate complex two-electron 
integrals as described in original proposal 

log|(F-Fnum)/Fnum| for F24(t) in complex t-plane
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Bill McCurdy & Martin Head-Gordon

1-electron model test bed for optimizing complex Gaussian basis  

Stable complex 
resonance 
eigenvalues give 
energy and lifetime of 
metastable state



Current Efforts and Plans

New graduate student, Alec White, is exploring optimization 
of real and complex Gaussian basis on model problems.

Budget allowing, plan to recruit new postdoc to the team to 
help implement complex two electron integrals and explore 
MCSCF and CI for metastable states.

Complex SCF calculations on resonances will be the key 
test that will open the door to the quantum chemistry of 
metastable states of polyatomic molecules.
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Daniel  Haxton  –  Hybrid  basis  method

Road  map

Under  my  direc)on  the  postdoctoral  researcher  will  implement  the  hybrid  basis  method.

Progress

Two  postdoctoral  candidates  have  been  interviewed.    They  did  not  meet  the  requirements  
of  the  posi)on,  and  so  I  will  be  interviewing  more  candidates.

I  have  generated  complex  symmetric  matrices  for  many-‐electron  systems  and  passed  them  
to  my  co-‐principal-‐inves)gators  Sherry  Li  and  Chao  Yang  so  that  they  may  test  various  
eigenvector/eigenvalue  methods  on  them.



Plans

I  am  the  only  member  of  the  collabora)on  capable  of  genera)ng  complex  symmetric  
Hamiltonian  matrices  of  the  kind  we  will  be  encountering  once  the  methods  that  Mar)n  
Head-‐Gordon,  Bill  McCurdy  and  I  are  opera)onal.    Thus,  I  will  con)nue  to  provide  the  
computa)onal  scien)sts  in  the  group  with  example  matrices,  so  that  they  may  further  pursue  
op)mal  methods  for  diagonalizing  them.

I  will  con)nue  to  interview  postdoctoral  candidates.
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Eigenvalue  Calcula)on  for  Molecular  Resonant  
States

• Examined  matrices  generated  by  D  Haxton

• Algorithms  tried
– implicitly  restarted  Arnoldi  (ARPACK,  eigs),  
– Jacobi-‐Davidson  
– contour  integral  projec)on  methods
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X. Sherry Li
Computational Research Division, LBNL
Member of FASTMath SciDAC Institute

Feb. 22, 2013

Progress on sparse linear solvers, preconditioners
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 Hierarchically Semi-Separable (HSS) structure : off-diagonal blocks are low-rank

 Apply HSS approximation to the separators of sparse factorization
• Used as direct solver or preconditioner
• 3x faster than traditional sparse LU for 3D Helmholtz, up to 6.4B unknowns, 

8000+ cores
• Tested as preconditioner for GMRES for convection-diffusion, Poisson, 

Helmholtz, Maxwell equations
− Up to 5x faster, less than 20% nonzeros fills compared to sparse LU

Algebraic preconditioner via low-rank approximate factorization (1/2)

Recurse
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 Progress in SciDAC-3
• Comprehensive performance study & enhancement of parallel HSS kernels
• Reduce ranks via new reordering algorithm for nodes within separator
• Evaluation of effectiveness as preconditioners

 Plan
• Evaluate preconditioner for (sparsified) matrices in the eigensolvers for 

Complex basis functions and RAS-SF methods
• Solidify the parallel algebraic HSS-multifrontal code

“Efficient scalable algorithms for solving linear systems with hierarchically semi-separable 
matrices'', S. Wang, X.S. Li, J. Xia, and M.V. de Hoop, SIAM J. Scientific Computing, 2012. 
(revised)

“Parallel fast multifrontal solver using hierarchically sem-separable structure”, S. Wang, X.S. Li, F.-
H. Rouet, J. Xia, and M.V. de Hoop, ACM Trans. Math. Software, 2013, (in preparation)

“An algebraic multifrontal preconditioner based on hierarchically semi-separable structure”, A. 
Napov, X.S. Li, F.-H. Rouet, Preconditioning Conference, June 19-21, 2013, Oxford.

Preconditioner via HSS  (2/2)
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 Parallel Domain decomposition Schur complement Linear solver. (non-
overlapping DD);  scalable to 10,000s cores.
• Solved (shift-invert) linear system with 52M unknowns, 8000+ cores.

 Graph partitioning to obtain subdomains / block bordered form

• Parallel LU or ILU for Di , parallel iterative solver for Schur complement system: 
(A22 – FD-1E) x2 = b2

 Progress in SciDAC-3
• Manycore enhancements: MPI + OpenMP

 Plan
• Better preconditioner for Schur complement system

Hybrid solver / preconditioner: PDSLin
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With Daniel Haxton, Chao Yang:
 Looked at the eigenvalue problems from the grid-based approach and complex 

scaled function
• Matrices are relatively denser than sparse matrices often seen, ruled out traditional shift-

and-invert method
 Promising eigensolvers: Jacobi-Davidson, inverse subspace iteration, contour 

integral projection
 Feasible to apply various factorization algorithms to a sparsified matrix, and use 

this to precondition Jacobi-Davidson
 Feasible to use hybrid solver PDSLin as inner linear solver for contour integral 

projection

Interactions


